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Abstract
Accurate estimates of rotation are crucial to vision-
based motion estimation in augmented reality and robotics.
In this work, we present a method to extract probabilistic
estimates of rotation from deep regression models. First, we
build on prior work and argue that a multi-headed network
structure we name HydraNet provides better calibrated un-
certainty estimates than methods that rely on stochastic
forward passes. Second, we extend HydraNet to targets
that belong to the rotation group, SO(3), by regressing unit
quaternions and using the tools of rotation averaging and
uncertainty injection onto the manifold to produce three-
dimensional covariances. Finally, we present results and
analysis on a synthetic dataset, learn consistent orientation
estimates on the 7-Scenes dataset, and show how we can
use our learned covariances to fuse deep estimates of rel-
ative orientation with classical stereo visual odometry to
improve localization on the KITTI dataset.
1. Introduction
Accounting for position and orientation, or pose, is at the
heart of computer vision. Many algorithms in image clas-
sification and feature tracking, for example, are explicitly
concerned with output that is robust to camera orientation.
Conversely, algorithms like visual odometry, structure from
motion, and SLAM use visual sensors to estimate and track
the pose of a camera as it moves through some environment.
The algorithms in this latter category form the basis of vi-
sual localization pipelines in autonomous vehicles, aid in
aerial vehicle navigation and mapping, and are often crucial
to augmented reality applications.
Recent work [7, 25, 20] has attempted to transfer the suc-
cess of deep neural networks in many areas of computer
vision to the task of camera pose estimation. These ap-
proaches, however, can produce arbitrarily poor pose es-
timates if sensor data differs from what is observed dur-
ing training (i.e., it is ‘out of training distribution’) and
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Figure 1: We improve classical pose estimation by fusing it
with deep probabilistic models.
their monolithic nature makes them difficult to debug. Fur-
ther, despite much research effort, classical motion estima-
tion algorithms, like stereo visual odometry, still achieve
state-of-the-art performance in nominal conditions1. Nev-
ertheless, the representational power of deep regression al-
gorithms makes them an attractive option to complement
classical motion estimation when these latter methods per-
form poorly (e.g., under diverse lighting conditions or low
scene texture). By endowing deep regression models with
a useful notion of uncertainty, we can account for out-
of-training-distribution errors and fuse these models with
classical methods using probabilistic factor graphs. In this
work, we choose to focus on rotation regression, since many
motion algorithms are sensitive to rotation errors [27], and
good rotation initializations can be critical to robust opti-
mization. Our novel contributions are
1. a deep network structure we call HydraNet that builds
on prior work [22, 26] to produce meaningful uncer-
tainties over unconstrained targets,
2. a loss formulation and mathematical framework that
extends HydraNet to means and covariances of the ro-
tation group SO(3),
3. and open source code for SO(3) regression2.
1Based on the KITTI odometry leaderboard [11] at the time of writing.
2Code will be released after the double-blind review process.
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2. Related work
Much recent work in the literature has been devoted to
replacing classical localization algorithms with deep net-
work equivalents. Some approaches [7, 20, 21, 25] learn
poses directly, while others learn them indirectly as the spa-
tial transforms that result in minimal loss defined over some
other domain (e.g., pixel or depth space) [4, 15].
Despite this surge of research in neural-network-based
replacements, some authors have nevertheless used deep
networks to augment classical state estimation algorithms.
Deep networks have been trained as pose correctors whose
corrections can be fused with existing estimates through
pose graph relaxation [28], and as depth prediction net-
works that can be incorporated into a classical monocular
pipelines to provide an initial estimate for metric scale [31].
Our work is perhaps closest in spirit to [14] which fuses
deep probabilistic observation functions with classical mod-
els using a Kalman Filter, but focuses on unconstrained tar-
gets and does not investigate uncertainty quantification.
In the robotics community, there has been significant ef-
fort to leverage the tools of matrix Lie groups to handle
poses and associated uncertainty [29, 2]. In parallel, the
computer vision community has developed a rich literature
of rotation averaging [16] which focuses on principled ways
to combine elements of SO(3) based on different metrics
defined over the group.
Finally, ensembles of networks have been shown to be a
scalable way to extract uncertainty for deep regression and
classification [22], while multi-headed networks have been
proposed in the context of ensemble learning [23] and for
bootstrapped uncertainty in reinforcement learning [26].
3. Approach
We develop our method for probabilistic SO(3) regres-
sion in three steps. First, we motivate why learning ele-
ments of SO(3) is particularly germane to field of egomo-
tion estimation. Then, we present a multi-headed network
that can regress unconstrained targets and produce consis-
tent uncertainty estimates. Toward this end, we present
a one-dimensional regression experiment, validating prior
works [22, 26] that suggest a bootstrap-inspired approach
provides better calibrated uncertainties than one based on
stochastic sampling. Finally, we extend these results to
targets that belong to SO(3) by defining a rotation aver-
age using the quaternionic metric, and show how we can
compute anisotropic uncertainty on four-dimensional unit
quaternions.
3.1. Why Rotations?
We focus our attention on learning rotations for a num-
ber of reasons. First, rotations can be learned without ref-
erence to scale, using monocular images without the need
… q,Σq
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optical flow
images
Figure 2: The HydraNet structure. Input data (in this case,
pre-processed optical flow images) is passed through a main
body and then through a number of heads. Outputs are com-
bined to produce an average and an uncertainty.
for metric depth estimation. These images can come from
cheap, light-weight imaging sensors that can be found on
many ground and aerial vehicles. Furthermore, many depth-
equipped sensors like stereo cameras and RGB-D cameras
have limited depth range and produce poor depth estimates
in large-scale outdoor environments. Second, many ego-
motion estimation techniques, like visual odometry or vi-
sual SLAM, are particularly sensitive to rotation estimates
as small early errors have a large influence on final pose esti-
mates. Finally, the constrained nature of rotations presents
several difficulties for optimization algorithms. Indeed, if
rotations are known, the general problem of pose graph re-
laxation becomes a linear least squares problem that can be
solved with no initial guess for translations [6].
3.2. Probabilistic Regression
In one dimension, given an input x, with a target output
yt, we desire a probabilistic estimate
y, σ2, (1)
where σ2 captures some notion of model uncertainty (owing
to the central limit theorem, we will often make the assump-
tion of Gaussian likelihood).
3.2.1 HydraNet
One possible way to obtain y is to train a deep neural net-
work, g(x). To endow this network with uncertainty, we
present a network structure we call HydraNet (see Figure 2).
HydraNet is composed of a large, main ‘body’ with multi-
ple heads that each output a prediction, gi(x). To compute
y, we can simply take the arithmetic mean of the outputs,
y =
1
H
H∑
i=1
gi(x). (2)
The head structure, however, provides several key advan-
tages toward the goal of estimating consistent uncertainty.
Namely, it allows us to define the overall uncertainty in
terms of two sources, epistemic (σe) and aleatoric (σa):
σ2 = σ2e + σ
2
a . (3)
The former, σe, is also sometimes referred to as model
uncertainty; it is a measure of how close a particular test
sample is to known training samples. The latter, σa, is in-
herent to the observation of the target itself. Even if the
model can localize a test sample exactly in some salient in-
put space, the aleatoric uncertainty will prevent exact re-
gression due to physical processes like sensor noise.
To account for aleatoric uncertainty, we follow prior
work [14, 22] and dedicate one head of the network to re-
gressing a variance directly through a negative log likeli-
hood loss under the assumption of Gaussian likelihood.
To capture epistemic uncertainty, we train each head
with random weight initializations and apply losses inde-
pendently during training. During test time, we compute a
sample covariance over the different outputs. This approach
is inspired by the method of the statistical bootstrap [26],
which predicts population statistics by computing statistics
over subsets of a sample chosen with replacement. Unlike
[26], we do not train each head of the network with a boot-
strapped sample, but instead rely on the random initializa-
tions of their parameters and the method of dropout to intro-
duce sufficient stochasticity into their outputs. Unlike [22],
we do not require numerous trained models that can incur
high computational cost for complex regression tasks.
3.2.2 One-dimensional experiment
To build intuition for the advantages of HydraNet over other
methods of extracting uncertainty (e.g., uncertainty through
dropout [10]), we constructed an experiment similar to that
presented in [26]. We compared HydraNet to four other ap-
proaches: (1) direct aleatoric variance regression where the
network outputs a second variance parameter that is con-
strained to be positive, (2) uncertainty through dropout at
test time [10], (3) bootstrap aggregation (or bagging) of
multiple independent models, and (4) HydraNet with no
aleatoric uncertainty output.
For each method, we trained a four-layer fully-connected
network to regress the output of a one-dimensional func-
tion:
yi = xi + sin (4(xi + ω)) + sin (13(xi + ω)) + ω, (4)
where w ∼ N (µ = 0, σ2 = 32). Our training set
consisted of 1000 samples randomly drawn from x ∈
[0.0, 0.6]
⋃
[0.8, 1.0], while the test set consisted of 100
samples uniformly drawn from x ∈ [−2, 2]. The function
and the train/test samples are shown in Figure 3a.
The direct aleatoric uncertainty regression and HydraNet
methods were trained using a negative log likelihood loss
under the assumption of Gaussian likelihood, while the
other methods were trained to minimize mean squared er-
ror. We repeated training 100 times, and recorded the test-
time negative log likelihood for each method at each rep-
etition. We summarize the results in Figure 4. Figure 14
presents representative samples from the 100 repetitions
for each method. Typically, direct uncertainty regression
and dropout are overconfident in the out-of-distribution re-
gions. We replicated the findings of [26] who find that un-
certainty with dropout does not vary smoothly and can col-
lapse outside of the training distribution. HydraNet com-
bined with direct aleatoric uncertainty learning, however,
produced similar excellent likelihoods to bootstrap aggre-
gation without requiring multiple models.
3.3. Deep Probabilistic SO(3) Regression
In order to extend the ideas of HydraNet to the matrix
Lie group SO(3), we consider different ways to regress and
combine several estimates of rotation.s Given a network,
g(·), and an input I, we consider how to extend the ideas
of HydraNet to process several outputs, gi(I), and com-
bine them into an estimate of a ‘mean’ rotation, R, and an
associated 3 × 3 covariance matrix, Σ. To produce esti-
mates of rotation for a given HydraNet head, we consider
two options. First if g(I) ∈ R3, then we can use the matrix
exponential to produce a rotation matrix,
R = Exp (g(I)) . (5)
Since the capitalized exponential map Exp (·) is surjective
[1, 29], this approach can parametrize any valid rotation ma-
trix. Alternatively, if g(I) ∈ R4, we can normalize it to
produce a unit quaternion that resides on S3,
q =
g(I)
‖g(I)‖ . (6)
Unit quaternions are a double cover of SO(3), and
can represent any rotation. We choose to use this latter
parametrization because of its simple analytic mean expres-
sion that we describe below.
3.3.1 Rotation Averaging
To produce a mean of several SO(3) elements (i.e., to eval-
uate Equation (2) for rotations), we turn to the field of ro-
tation averaging [16]. Given several estimates of a rotation,
we define the mean as the rotation which minimizes some
squared metric defined over the group3,
R = argmin
R∈SO(3)
n∑
i=1
d(Ri,R)
2. (7)
3Although this is a natural formulation for the rotation mean, it is pos-
sible to define other means in terms of absolute errors - see [16].
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Figure 3: A comparison of different ways to extract uncertainty from deep networks. Each shade of blue represents one
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Figure 4: Negative log likelihood statistics of 100 repeti-
tions of five neural-network-based uncertainty estimators.
HydraNet performs similarly to bagging.
There are three common choices for a bijective metric
[16, 6] on SO(3). The angular, chordal and quaternionic:
dang(Ra,Rb) =
∥∥∥Log (RaRTb )∥∥∥
2
, (8)
dchord(Ra,Rb) = ‖Ra −Rb‖F , (9)
dquat(qa,qb) = min (‖qa − qb‖2 , ‖qa + qb‖2) , (10)
where Log (·), represents the capitalized matrix logarithm
[29], and ‖·‖F the Frobenius norm. In the context of Equa-
tion (7), using the angular metric leads to the Karcher mean,
which requires an iterative solver and has no known analytic
expression. Applying the chordal metric leads to an analytic
expression for the average but requires the use of Singular
Value Decomposition. Using the quaternionic metric, how-
ever, leads to a simple, analytic expression for the rotation
average as the normalized arithmetic mean of a set of unit
quaternions [16],
q = argmin
R(q)∈SO(3)
H∑
i=1
dquat(qi,q)
2 =
∑H
i=1 qi∥∥∥∑Hi=1 qi∥∥∥ . (11)
This expression is simple to evaluate numerically, and
if necessary, can be easily differentiated with respect to its
constituent parts. For these reasons, we opt to construct our
SO(3) HydraNet using unit quaternion outputs, and evalu-
ate the rotation average using the quaternionic metric.
3.3.2 SO(3) Uncertainty
There are several ways to approach uncertainty on SO(3).
One method [5] is to define a probability density directly on
the group via the isotropic von Mises-Fisher density. This
approach has two downsides: (1) it is isotropic and can-
not account for dominant degrees of freedom (e.g., vehicle
yaw during driving), and (2) estimating the concentration
parameter requires approximations or iterative solvers [18].
Instead, we opt to parametrize uncertainty over SO(3)
by injecting uncertainty onto the manifold [9, 2, 1] from a
local tangent space about some mean element, q,
q = Exp ()⊗ q,  ∼ N (0,Σ) , (12)
where ⊗ represents quaternion multiplication. In this for-
mulation, Σ provides a 3 × 3 covariance matrix that can
express uncertainty in different directions. Further, given a
mean rotation, q, and samples, qi, we use the logarithmic
map to compute a sample covariance matrix,
Σe =
1
H − 1
H∑
i=1
φiφ
T
i , φi = Log
(
qi ⊗ q−1
)
. (13)
3.4. Loss Function
As with one-dimensional HydraNet, we train a direct re-
gression of covariance through a parametrization of pos-
itive semi-definite matrices using a Cholesky decomposi-
tion4 [19, 14]). Given the network outputs of a unit quater-
nion q, and a positive semi-definite matrix Σ, we define a
loss function as the negative log likelihood of a given rota-
tion under Equation (12) (see [9]) for a given target rotation,
qt, as
LNLL(q,qt,Σa) =
1
2
φTΣ−1a φ +
1
2
log det (Σa), (14)
where φ = Log
(
q⊗ qt−1
)
. Combining the sample co-
variance, with the learned covariance, we extend Equa-
tion (3) to
Σt = Σe + Σa. (15)
This covariance estimate is designed to grow for out-of-
training-distribution errors (and account for domain shift
[22]) while still accounting for uncertainty within the train-
ing set. We note that unlike Bayesian methods, we do not
interpret each head as a sample from a posterior distribu-
tion5. Indeed, we note that in our 1D experiments, the heads
have very small variance within the training distribution.
The multi-headed structure and rotating averaging serves
simply as a way to model epistemic uncertainty when the
model encounters inputs that differ from those seen during
training. We summarize our training and test procedures in
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 respectively.
4. Experiments
4.1. Uncertainty Evaluation: Synthetic Data
Before we embarked on training with real data, we an-
alyzed our proposed HydraNet structure on a synthetic
world. Our goal was to produce probabilistic estimates of
camera orientation based on noisy pixel coordinates of a
set of fixed point landmarks. To accomplish this, we simu-
lated a monocular camera observing a planar grid of evenly
spaced (see Figure 5) landmarks from a hemisphere sur-
rounding the grid. We aligned the monocular camera’s op-
tical axis with the centre of the hemisphere so that all land-
marks were visible in every camera pose. At each pose, we
4Note that in all the experiments presented in this paper, we omit the
off-diagonal components of this covariance and only learn a diagonal ma-
trix with non-negative components.
5Notably, this means we do not scale our direct uncertainty when aver-
aging as 1
H
Σa.
Algorithm 1 Supervised training for SO(3) regression
Input: Training data T , training targets qt, untrained
model gθ(·) with parameters θ and H + 1 heads
Output: Probabilistic regression model gθ(·)
1: function TRAINHYDRANET(T )
2: for each mini-batch Ti do
3: Output Σa . 1st head, Chol. decom.
4: for heads 2...(H + 1) in g do
5: Output qh . Equation (6)
6: Evaluate NLL loss . Equation (14)
end
7: Backprop, update θ
end
8: return g(·)
Algorithm 2 Testing of SO(3) regression
Input: Test sample Ij , trained model gθ(·)
Output: Test prediction q, covariance Σt < 0
1: function TESTHYDRANET(Ij , gθ(·))
2: Output Σa . 1st head, Chol. decom.
3: for heads 2...(H + 1) in g do
4: Output qh . Equation (6)
end
5: Compute q . Equation (11)
6: Compute Σe . Equation (13)
7: return q, Σe + Σa
computed noisy pixel locations of the projection of every
landmark, and stacked these 2D locations as an input vector.
We generated 15000 training samples with poses that were
randomly sampled from the hemisphere in the polar angle
range of [−60, 60] degrees. For testing, we sampled 500
poses in the range of [−80, 80] degrees, purposely widen-
ing the range to include orientations that were not part of
training.
To regress the camera orientation, we constructed a five
layer residual network and attached 26 heads (25 + 1 for di-
rect uncertainty learning) to regress a probabilistic estimate
of qc,w, the orientation of the camera with respect to the
world frame.
Figure 6 plots rotational errors φ = Log
(
q⊗ q−1t
)
along with 3 sigma bounds based on both the total covari-
ance, Σt, and the direct covariance Σa. The final regression
estimates have consistent uncertainty, composed of a static
aleatoric uncertainty and an epistemic uncertainty (Equa-
tion (13)) that grows when the test samples come from un-
familiar input data.
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Figure 5: Synthetic world used to illustrate our method. A
monocular camera observes a 6× 6 grid of point landmarks
from poses sampled on a semi-sphere. The test set includes
poses that are outside the training distribution.
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Figure 6: Rotation estimation errors for a deep network
trained using our HydraNet approach on synthetic data
(noisy pixel locations of 36 landmarks). We note that out-
side of the training distribution, our epistemic uncertainty
(Σe) grows, as expected.
4.2. Absolute Orientation: 7-Scenes
Next, we used HydraNet to regress absolute orientations
from RGB images from the 7-Scenes dataset [13]. Our
goal was to achieve similar errors to other regression tech-
niques [21] but augment them with consistent covariance
estimates. For this experiment, we used resnet34 [17]
(pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset) for the body of Hy-
draNet and attached 25 HydraNet heads, each consisting
of two fully connected layers. We cropped and resized all
RGB images to match the expected ImageNet size and omit-
ted the depth channel.
Table 1 presents the mean angular errors and negative log
likelihoods achieved by our method. The HydraNet-based
Table 1: HydraNet regression results for the 7scenes dataset
compared to results reported in [21]. We report mean angu-
lar errors and the negative log likelihood (lower is better).
Error (deg) NLL
Scene HydraNet PoseNet HydraNet PoseNet
Chess 6.3 4.5 -6.0 —
Fire 14.9 11.3 -3.6 —
Heads 14.3 13.0 -3.9 —
Office 8.6 5.6 -5.4 —
Pumpkin 9.0 4.8 -5.0 —
Kitchen 8.8 5.4 -5.0 —
Stairs 11.8 12.4 -4.7 —
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Figure 7: Orientation regression results for the 7scenes
chess test set. Our HydraNet structure paired with a
resnet-34 results mean errors of 6.3 degrees, with con-
sistent uncertainty. We detail results for all seven scenes in
Table 1.
network produces similar angular errors to other regression
methods [21] but with additional benefit of consistent three-
degree-of-freedom uncertainty. Note that we spent little
time optimizing the network itself, and note that state-of-the
art errors can be achieved using more sophisticated pixel-
based losses [3]. However, the general HydraNet structure
and loss can be used whenever a probabilistic rotation out-
put is required. Further, our results show that our covariance
formulation can be used for ‘large’ rotation elements, where
techniques (e.g., [28]) that assume ‘small’ corrections may
fail.
4.3. Relative Rotation: KITTI Visual Odometry
Finally, to show the benefit of fusing deep probabilis-
tic estimates with classical estimators, we trained a network
to estimate relative frame-to-frame rotations on the KITTI
Table 2: Results of fusing HydraNet relative rotation regression with classical stereo visual odometry.
m-ATE Mean Segment Errors
Sequence (Length) Estimator Translation (m) Rotation (◦) Translation (%) Rotation (◦/100m)
00 (3.7 km)
DeepVO [30] — — — —
SfMLearner [32] — — 65.27 6.23
UnDeepVO [24] — — 4.14 1.92
viso2-s 27.91 6.25 1.96 0.81
viso2-s + HydraNet 9.86 2.83 1.34 0.63
Keyframe Direct VO 12.41 2.45 1.28 0.54
02 (5.1 km)
DeepVO — — — —
SfMLearner — — 57.59 4.09
UnDeepVO — — 5.58 2.44
viso2-s 64.67 8.45 1.47 0.56
viso2-s + HydraNet 50.19 6.51 1.47 0.63
Keyframe Direct VO 16.33 3.19 1.21 0.47
05 (2.2 km)
DeepVO — — 2.62 3.61
SfMLearner — — 16.76 4.06
UnDeepVO — — 3.40 1.50
viso2-s 23.72 8.10 1.79 0.79
viso2-s + HydraNet 9.85 3.23 1.38 0.60
Keyframe Direct VO 5.83 2.05 0.69 0.32
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Figure 8: Frame-to-frame rotation regression for KITTI
odometry dataset sequence 00. Note how the uncertainty
increases when the car turns (φ2 represents the yaw angle).
For plotting clarity, we downsample the data from 10Hz to
2Hz. Full statistics can be found in Table 3.
visual odometry (VO) benchmark. To regress relative ro-
tations, we use the HydraNet-based network described in
Figure 2. For each pair of poses, we process two RGB im-
ages (taken from the left RGB camera) into a two channel
dense optical flow image using a fast classical algorithm [8].
Compared to using raw images, we found that using the op-
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Figure 9: Top-down trajectory of KITTI odometry dataset
sequence 00.
Table 3: HydraNet regression results for the KITTI odome-
try dataset. We report mean angular errors and the negative
log likelihood (lower is better).
Sequence Mean Angular Error (◦) NLL
00 0.199 -16.84
02 0.138 -18.44
05 0.109 -19.31
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Figure 10: Error histograms for test KITTI sequences 00,
02, and 05 on three rotational axes.
tical flow pre-processing greatly improved training robust-
ness and rotation accuracy. Since we use two-channel flow
images, the body of the network is not pre-trained and in-
stead contains an eight layer convolutional network. We
maintained the same head structure as the 7-Scenes experi-
ment. Table 3 and Figure 10 detail the mean test error and
negative log likelihood for KITTI odometry sequences 00,
02 and 05 (chosen for their complexity and length). For
each sequence, we trained the model on the remaining se-
quences in the benchmark. We found our model produced
mean errors of approximately 0.1 degrees on all three test
sequences. The covariance produced by HydraNet was con-
sistent, spiking during yawing motions when the largest er-
rors occurred (see Figure 9). Despite its consistency, the
network covariance was dominated by Σa. We suspect that
unlike the synthetic data, Σe remained small throughout the
tests sets due to a more constrained input space (RGB or
flow images, compared to pixel locations), but leave a thor-
ough investigation to future work.
4.3.1 Classical VO
For the classical visual odometry estimator, we used the
open-source libviso2 package [12] to detect and track
sparse stereo image key-points in a similar manner to [27].
In brief, our pipeline modelled stereo re-projection errors,
el,ti , as zero-mean Gaussians with a known static co-
variance, Σy. To generate an initial guess and to reject
outliers, we used three point Random Sample Consensus
(RANSAC) based on stereo re-projection error. Finally,
we solved for the maximum likelihood transform, T∗t+1,t,
through a Gauss-Newton minimization of
T∗ti+1,ti = argmin
Tti+1,ti∈SE(3)
Nti∑
l=1
eTl Σy
−1el. (16)
After convergence, we approximate the frame-to-frame
transformation uncertainty as [1]:
Σvo ≈
(
Nt∑
l=1
JTl Σy
−1Jl
)−1
, (17)
where Jl refers to the Jacobian of each reprojection error.
4.3.2 Fusion via Graph Relaxation
To fuse these estimates with classical VO, we used pose
graph relaxation. We describe our method briefly and refer
the reader to [1] for a more detailed treatment. For every
two poses, we defined a loss function based on a contribu-
tion from the estimator and from the network, weighed by
their respective covariances:
T∗1,w,T
∗
2,w = argmin
T1,w,T2,w∈SE(3)
L(Tˆ2,1, Rˆ2,1) (18)
= δξT1,2Σ
−1
vo δξ1,2 + δφ
T
1,2Σ
−1
hn δφ1,2 (19)
where δξ1,2 = Log
((
T2,wT
−1
1,w
)
Tˆ
−1
2,1
)
and δφ1,2 =
Log
((
R2,wR
T
1,w
)
Rˆ
T
2,1
)
. The estimates Tˆ2,1, Σvo and
Rˆ2,1, Σhn are provided by our classical estimator and the
HydraNet network respectively.
Table 2 summarizes the results when we perform this
fusion - and Figure 9 shows the final effect on the trajec-
tory for sequence 00. Similar to [28] and [27], we found
that fusing deep rotation regression with classical methods
results in motion estimates that significantly out-perform
other methods that rely on deep regression alone. However,
we note that even with consistent estimates, a small bias
can affect the final fused estimates (e.g., sequence 05) and
removing bias is an important avenue for future work. Fur-
ther, the KITTI dataset contains few deleterious effects that
negatively affect classical algorithms, and therefore we ex-
pect that this fusion would produce even more pronounced
improvements on more varied visual data.
5. Conclusion
In summary, we presented a method to regress proba-
bilistic estimates of rotation using a deep multi-headed net-
work structure. We used the quaternionic metric on SO(3)
to define a rotation average, and extracted anisotropic co-
variances by modelling uncertainty through noise injection
on the manifold. Further avenues for future work include
obviating the need for supervised training by embedding the
HydraNet structure within a Bayesian filter (see for exam-
ple, [14]), applying a HydraNet SO(3) regression to im-
prove convergence in non-convex pose graphs, and using
HydraNet outputs to improve direct keyframe-based visual
localization within a tight optimization loop.
A. Rotation averaging
The three different rotation metrics can be related to the
angular (or geodesic) metric, dang, as follows,
dang(Ra,Rb) =
∥∥∥Log (RaRTb )∥∥∥
2
(20)
= θ, (21)
dquat(qa,qb) = min (‖qa − qb‖2 , ‖qa + qb‖2) (22)
= 2 sin
θ
4
, (23)
dang(Ra,Rb) = ‖Ra −Rb‖Frob (24)
= 2
√
2 sin
θ
2
. (25)
Given a set of rotations parametrized by unit quaternions
{qi}ni=1,
q =
∑n
i=1 qi
‖∑ni=1 qi‖ , (26)
solves
q = argmin
R(q)∈SO(3)
n∑
i=1
dquat(qi,q)
2, (27)
so long as dang(R(q),R(qi)) < pi/2. See [16] for more
details.
B. Experiments
B.1. One-dimensional regression
For each uncertainty extraction, we used a four layer
neural network (with 20 units per layer) with a Scaled Ex-
ponential Linear Unit (SELU). For the dropout method,
we added dropout layers (with a small dropout probabil-
ity, p = 0.03, to account for the small network size as
recommended by [10]). We performed 50 forward passes
through the network, and computed the mean and variance
of the outputs to determine the prediction and uncertainty
estimate. For the ensemble bootstrap method, we trained
ten separate models on bootstrapped samples of the train-
ing data. For HydraNet, we used the first two layers as the
body, and branched the final two layers into ten heads. One
additional head was created that directly regressed an un-
certainty estimate.
Every model in this experiment was trained for 3000
epochs using stochastic gradient descent with momentum,
using minibatch sizes of 50 (refer to Table 4 for spe-
cific hyper-parameters). We repeated training 100 times,
and recorded the test-time negative log likelihood for each
method at each repetition.
We present three additional figures here that were not in-
cluded in the main paper. Figure 14 presents four represen-
tative samples from the 100 repetitions for each method, and
Figure 12 presents mean squared errors for each method.
The last figure, Figure 13, details the effects of adding zero
mean Gaussian noise to the regression targets during train-
ing. We experimented with this approach to try and promote
more diversity amongst the HydraNet heads within training
data. We found, however, that although this does improve
the negative log likelihoods for HydraNet with only epis-
temic uncertainty (i.e., the sample variance over the head
outputs), its benefits were non-existent for the full HydraNet
approach. Namely, since the full HydraNet approach uses
an NLL loss, the network tended to account for target noise
by enlarging the aleatoric uncertainty rather than overfitting
each head to a specific target.
B.2. Hemisphere world
For this experiment, we created a synthetic world with a
6 × 6 grid of landmarks, each spaced one meter apart. Our
monocular camera resided on a hemisphere (of radius 25
meters) from the centre of the landmark grid. The camera
sensor was 500 × 500 pixels, with a principal point in the
middle of the sensor and a focal length of 500 pixels. We
added zero-mean Gaussian noise of unit pixel variance to
each landmark projection.
The network consisted of five residual blocks, each con-
taining a fully connected layer and a ReLU non-linearity.
For each camera location, we projected all 36 landmarks
onto the image plane, added noise, and then stored 72 im-
age coordinates as training or test input.
B.3. 7-Scenes
Figure 15 presents regression results on all seven scenes
from the 7-scenes dataset. Our model consisted of a
resnet34 body (pre-trained, but not frozen) with 25+1
heads in the same structure as the synthetic experiment. We
used the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5×10−5 for
all scenes, and trained each model for 15 epochs, selecting
the one with the lowest negative log likelihood.
B.4. KITTI
B.4.1 Network details
Our custom convolutional network was built using PyTorch
as follows:
self.cnn = torch.nn.Sequential(
conv_unit(2, 64),
conv_unit(64, 128),
conv_unit(128, 256),
conv_unit(256, 512),
conv_unit(512, 1024),
conv_unit(1024, 1024),
conv_unit(1024, 1024)
)
with each conv unit defined as,
def conv_unit(in, out, ks=3, st=2, pad=1):
return torch.nn.Sequential(
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Figure 11: Different scalable approaches to neural network uncertainty.
Table 4: Hyper-parameters for 1D training.
Uncertainty Method Learning Rate Momentum Dropout (%)
Dropout 0.05 0.5 3
Direct Regression 0.0001 0 0
Bagging 0.01 0.9 0
HydraNet (no direct uncertainty) 0.01 0.9 0
HydraNet 0.01 0.1 0
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Figure 12: Mean squared errors for the different probabilis-
tic regression models in 1D.
torch.nn.Conv2d(in, out,
kernel_size=ks,
stride=st,
padding=pad),
torch.nn.BatchNorm2d(out),
torch.nn.ReLU()
)
and the head structure being identical to both of the
previous experiments. Our two-dimensional flow im-
age was constructed using OpenCV with the function
calcOpticalFlowFarneback() from two RGB im-
ages converted to grayscale. We trained the network using
the Adam optimizer, with a learning rate of 5 × 10−5 and
no pre-training. We found that augmenting the dataset with
Ensemble HydraNet
(no σ2a)
HydraNet
100
101
102
NLL
σtarget = 0
σtarget = 0.01
σtarget = 0.05
σtarget = 0.25
Figure 13: For the 1D experiment, we experimented with
adding zero-mean Gaussian additive noise to the regression
targets in an attempt to promote diversity amongst the out-
puts. We found that while this improved the uncertainty
estimates gleaned from the HydraNet heads alone (what we
call epistemic uncertainty) it made little difference once we
included aleatoric uncertainty.
rotation targets and inputs that represented both the forward
and reverse temporal pairs improved generalization.
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